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1 [BUDDEN (Maria Elizabeth)]: Nina, An Icelandic Tale. Written for her Children, 

By A Mother, Author of “Always 

Happy,” &c. London: Printed for 

Harris and Son...,  1819.  FIRST 

EDITION.  12mo (in 6s), 137 x 

84 mms., pp.  [viii], 128 [129 -  

136 adverts], engraved 

frontispiece (off-setting onto title-

page), contemporary quarter roan, 

marbled boards; a poor to fair 

copy with boards rubbed and 

worn, spine fragile and cracked, 

and some childish scribblings on 

the verso of the front free end-

paper.             £250 

An attempt has been made to 

removed an inscription on the 

front paste-down end-paper, but I 

think it is “Miss A[gne]s Barford. 1824/ Chigwell.”  
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“Maria Elizabeth Budden, (née 

Halsey, c. 1780–1832) was a 

novelist, translator and writer of 

didactic children's books, who 

frequently signed her work "M. 

E. B." or "A Mother". Her True 

Stories... series of history books 

for young people were 

perennially popular....   

According to a modern account, 

Budden at her peak was writing more than one book a year for her publisher, John Harris” 

(Wikipedia).  The frontispiece will be of interest to vulcanologists, leading to the following 

question: how many books for children in the 18th and 19th centuries featured volcanoes, 

with images to boot?  Answers on an email postcard, please. 

 
 

 

2 [CRUICKSHANK ( George)]: TRUTHS. BODKIN (Barney) A Bundle of Truths. 

Sung, with great Applause, by Mr. Henry Johnston, in Dublin, Cork &c &c. [London], 

Published by Laurie & Whittle, 2 September  

1811.  An engraved print of a  pedlar with a 

wooden leg standing at a street corner, singing, a 

bottle of 'Irish Whisky' in his left hand, another 

bottle in his coat-pocket. His open box is slung 

from his neck, showing a watch, gloves, scissors, 

seals, watch-keys, ribbons, &c, 295 x 243 mms., 

hand-tinted watercolour.             £250 

The actor and singer Henry Erskine Johnston 

(?1775 - 1845) began his career acting in 

Edinburgh in private performances of plays.  

ODNB  records that, “[h]is first appearance in 

London took place at Covent Garden, as ‘H. 

Johnston from Edinburgh’, also in Douglas (23 

October 1797). He was praised in the European 

Review for his figure, countenance, and voice, but 
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was said to lack the art to conceal art.”  He was said to be a tall and and attractive man, so 

one trusts that he looked nothing like the images of the pedlar.  The text - “Barney Bodkin 

broke his nose” – is/was a popular nursery rhyme.   

Description and comment from M. Dorothy George, “Catalogue of Political and Personal 

Satires in the British Museum,” IX, 1949.  Prints and Drawings in the British Museum 

(11839).  Laurie & Whittle Quarto Drolls 1795 / Laurie and Whittle's Catalogue of ... Prints 

(521).  Reid 1871 / A descriptive catalogue of the works of George Cruikshank (4497). 

 

A NEW DATE FOR PRINCE DARLING 

 

3 DARLING (Prince):  Prince Darling, A Tale. Embellished with Cuts. Second 

Edition. Wellington: Printed & sold 

by F. Houlston and Son. Sold also, by 

Howard and Evans, Long-Lane, West 

Smithfield, London; and by all 

Booksellers, [no date] [1807 or 

earlier]. 16mo, 133 x 80, pp. [5] 6 - 

48, engraved frontispiece on verso of 

front-free endpaper, 5 other full-page 

engraved plates, one of which has 

been coloured by hand, one partially 

coloured, original wrappers, with 

paper label on front cover; ink stains 

on pp. 32-33, various names in ink, 

as well as other inscriptions and 

scribblings, wrappers soiled and 

worn, rear cover stained.     £750 

 

Inscribed on the title-page is “Susannah Donaldson / May 23rd / 1846”, and on the recto of 

the front free endpaper, “Elizabeth Donaldson / 1820.” On the verso of the front cover is the 

inscription, “Mary Donaldson Her Book / October the 28 1807,” with some ink images of 

heads on both pages.  On page [17], the recto of an engraving, is the ownership inscription, 

“John Donaldson,” with his name also 

found on the verso of the rear leaf. 

 

The OCLC note for the fourth edition of 

1825 states, “Originally published about 

1809. / A moral fairy tale in which the 

fairy Candida punishes Prince Darling for 

his wickedness, transforming him into a 

creature with ‘the head of a lion, the horns 

of a bull, the feet of a wolf, and the tail of 

a viper’.”  A green decorated paper label 

on the stiff-paper upper wrapper states 

“Houlston’s Edition” at head, then this 

text enclosed in a partly-unfolded scroll, 

“Prince / Darling. / Price Sixpence.”  

Inscriptions on the upper wrapper and 

recto of the frontispiece are dated 1828.  The ownership inscription dated 28 October 1807 

clearly proves the work was published earlier than 1809 or 1810, the latter being the year 
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ascribed to the second edition in the BL online catalogue.  The first edition would have been 

published in 1807 or earlier, though apparently not in the eighteenth century as ESTC does 

not record any edition with this title.  The text is substantially different from that published 

by Andrew Lang in 1889. 

 

The BL copy of this second edition 

is available online, and there are 

copies of a fourth edition, dated 

1825, in Princeton and Toronto.  I 

have traced no other copies.  Not in 

Gumuchian.  Since the 1807 

inscription provides a new date, 

earlier than that otherwise given, for 

this, the earliest edition to survive, 

this is likely the best -- as the most 

bibliographically revealing -- copy 

extant of this book.  It is worth 

emphasizing that the ESTC not only 

does not have this book, it does not 

have any reference to the standard 

title of the tale, or standard name of 

the protagonist, “Prince Darling”.  Not one hit.  Is the present copy really the earliest dated 

version, in print, of this classic fairy tale? 

 

 

4 DODD (William): The Beauties of History; or, Pictures of Virtue and Vice; drawn 

from Examples of Men eminent for their Virtues, Or infamous for their Vices.  Selected for 

the Instruction and Entertainment of Youth. 

By the Late W. Dodd.  The Third Edition. 

Ornamented with upwards of Thirty 

Engravings Beautifully cut on Wood. 

London: Printed by T. Malden...For Vernor 

and Hood, E. Newbery, J. Cuthell; Darton 

and Harvey, J. Scatchard, Lackington, 

Allen & Co. and J. Walker. 1800.  12mo, 

171 x 103 mms., pp. xxiv, 288, engraved 

frontispiece (by Stothard after Thomson), 

woodcut vignette on title-page, 48 woodcut 

head- and tail-pieces by Bewick and others, 

contemporary mottled calf, with binding 

skilfully restored, with old gilt binding and 

black leather label laid down; frontispiece 

and title-page foxed, some other light 

foxing, but a very good copy with the ownership inscription on the verso of the second front-

free end-paper, “Martha and Mary Caster [?Caxton]/ Oxford Sept. 7th 1803.”          £500 

This edition was prepared by Stephen Jones.  Dodd (1729 - 1777), aka “The Macaroni 

Parson,” began his literary career at Cambridge with Diggon Davy's Resolution on the Death 

of his Last Cow (1747), a poem on foot-and-mouth disease, which at least shows 

commendable prescience.  Anticipating Mr. Micawber, he spent more than he earned, and 

eventually forged a bill of exchange for £4200 allegedly drawn on Lord Chesterfield.  The 
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forgery was discovered, he went to prison, and was hanged on 27 June 1777. The first edition 

of The Beauties of History was published in 1795,  well after Dodd’s death, but according to 

Stephen Jones in the preface, he had accumulated materials for an edition during his lifetime; 

this version has been extended and amplified,    

Roscoe, J94 (3). 

 
 

 

5 DUTY. Filial Duty, Recommended and Enforced, by a variety of instructive and 

entertaining stories of children who have been remarkable for affection to their parents. Also 

some striking instances of children who have behaved in an undutiful and unnatural manner 

to their parents. London: Printed for E. Newbery..., no date,  1798,  12mo (in 6s), 141 x 80 

mms., pp. vi, 174, engraved frontispiece (by J. Scott after Eckstein), dated 1798, 

contemporary quarter red sheepskin, gilt spine, marbled boards (slightly soiled); some foxing 

of title-page and frontispiece, a few minor stains in text.                     £300 

Most of the examples of filial duty or affection are from history and a wide variety of 

sources.  Sir Thomas More’s behaviour towards his father is cited, but most of the examples 

are taken from continental history.     

Roscoe, J134 (5), also citing earlier editions in the 1770s. ESTC N6814 locates 5 copies: BL, 

Liverpool; Bowdoin College, UCLA; Melbourne - Baillieu Library. 
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6 GOLDSMITH (Oliver):  An History of England, In a Series of 

Letters from a Nobleman to his Son.  London: Printed for T. Carnan and F. 

Newbery...,  1772.  2 volumes.  12mo, 167 x 108 mms., pp. 312; 280 [281 - 

286 adverts], contemporary calf, rebacked, red morocco labels; rebacking a 

little tight, but a good set with the contemporary autograph "Ja. Horsfall" on 

the top margin of each title-page.       £100 

Goldsmith published this work anonymously in 1774, but it is a different 

work from that published in 1771, The History of England; presumably in 

the intervening years Goldsmith gained more confidence about the definite 

article.  The former work is designed more for children, and the latter for 

adults.   

Roscoe, J147 (4). 

 

7 GREENWOOD (James):  The London Vocabulary,  English and Latin: Put into a 

New Method, proper to acquaint the 

Learner with Things as well as pure 

Latin Words.  Adorned with Twenty-

six Pictures.  For the Use of Schools.  

The Twentieth Edition.  London: 

Printed for J. F. & C. Rivington, T. 

Longman, B. Law, R Baldwin, S. 

Bladon, and G. & T. Wilkie,  1791.  

12mo, 147 x 84 mms., pp. viii, 123 

[124 adverts], 26 vignette woodcuts, 

contemporary sheepskin; recent 

repair to small hole in B1, front joint 

very slightly cracked, but a good 

copy.       £350 

Greenwood (?1683 - 1737) was 

probably published in 1711, though 

the earliest copy traced was printed in 1713.  The work was reprinted well into the 19th 

century. 

 

 

8 HEWLETT (Esther): The Old Man's Head: Or, Youthful Recollections.  With 

Copper Plates. London:  William 

Darton..., no date, [1824]  FIRST AND 

ONLY EDITION.  12mo (in 6s), 138 x 

85 mms, pp. 180 [181 engraved advert 

for Dalton imprints, 182 blank], 

engraved frontispiece and two other 

engraved plates, contemporary quarter 

plum roan, marbled boards (worn and 

soiled), gilt spine; text fingered, 

extremities worn; with the inscription 

“Mary Gregson - 1830” on the recto of 

the front free end-paper.     £250 

Esther Beuzeville (1786 - 1851) 

married Philip Hewlett (1780 - 1820) in 
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1809, and after his death remarried in 1827, this time to William Copley (1790 - 1857), a 

Baptist minister who was ten years her junior.  One of her 

earliest works was Cottage Comforts, which made her 

reputation, and, as ONDB records, “Although it opened 

with a sententious section on the virtues essential to 

domestic comfort, Cottage Comforts was full of practical 

advice (the author had tried out her own recipes) and was 

forthright on such subjects as childbirth and constipation.”  

ONDB gives a date of 1823 for the publication of this 

work, but the engraved plates are dated 1824.  Lines in 

verse break up the narrative.     

This appears to be one of her less common works, with 

copies located in BL, Bodleian, Victoria, and Albert on 

this side of the pond and at Florida, Penn, Princeton, and 

UCLA  in North America. 

 

 

 

 

 

BRITISH LIBRARY COPY ONLY 

 

9 HIGHGATE SCHOOL. An Epistle to I. G. The Author of a Pamphlet Entitled 

“Some 

Account of 

The Free 

Grammar 

School of 

Highgate 

and of its 

founder, 

Sir Roger 

Cholmeley, 

Knt. with 

remarks on 

the origin 

and nature 

of the 

recent 

inquiry 

into the management of that institution.” London: Printed by C. Baldwin...,  1823.  FIRST 

AND ONLY EDITION.  8vo, 224 x 134 mms., pp.  68, later vellum spine, plain boards, 

folding engraved “Plan of the Old Chapel &c. conveyed by Bishop Grindall to Sir R. 

Cholmeley...,” red morocco label, with original paper covers bound in; edges a little dust-

soiled, but a very good copy of an uncommon pamphlet.          £950 

The pamphlet to which the anonymous author refers is a similarly anonymous pamphlet 

entitled Some account of the Free Grammar School of Highgate and of its founder, Sir R. 

Cholmeley, Knt : with remarks on the origin and nature of the recent inquiry into the 

management of that institution, published in 1822.  Part of the argument seems to be 

concerned with the use of the Latin word sacellum, which usually a small shrine, domestic or 
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public.  The author of this Epistle charges “I. G.” (or “J. G.” in the BL listing) with 

translating the word “chapel of ease,” which 

is  a church building other than the parish 

church, built within the bounds of a parish for 

the attendance of those who cannot reach the 

parish church conveniently.  (In an earlier 

century, it had a mischievously vulgar 

connotation of a shrine to the Goddess 

Cloaca.)  The author also congratulates I. G. 

on his “splendid dissertation on the value of 

learning,” adding , no doubt with his tongue 

firmly in his cheek, “My only difficulty on 

this occasions is, to satisfy myself what class 

of youth you consider the proper objections 

for education at a grammar school.”     

The only copy that I could locate of this 

pamphlet is in BL, but it does seem useful to 

historians of British school education. 

 

10 HOWITT (William): The Life and Adventures of Jack of the Mill: Commonly 

Called Lord Othmill,: Created 

for his eminent Service, Baron 

Waldeck, and Knight of 

Kitcottie.  A Fireside Story. 

London: Longman, Brown, 

Green & Longman, 1844.  

FIRST EDITION.  2 volumes.  

8vo, 170 x 105 mms., pp. [v] vi - 

xvi, 263 [264 blank], [8 adverts]; 

[iv],  276, 32 pages adverts, 

including half-titles, 40 wood-cut 

illustrations by G. F. Sargeant,  

original green cloth, with gilt 

front covers showing Jack doing 

somersaults for the benefit of 

farm animals, rear covers 

embossed cloth; tops and bases 

of spines snagged, some general 

wear to binding, and closed split 

to inner margin at pages 272 - 

273 in volume 2.  Each title-page 

has the printed name “Mary 

Power” pasted just above the 

illustration, and with some 

curious verse on the verso of the 

rear free end-paper in the second 

volume.             £200 
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11 [MACKENZIE (William)]: The Sorrows of Seduction. In Eight Delineations, with 

Other Poems.  Second Edition, 

considerably improved. 

London: Printed for William 

Gordon, Circulating Library..., 

1806.  8vo, 159 x 95 mms., pp. 

viii, [9] - 158, engraved 

frontispiece (by Allen after 

Buck) neatly coloured by hand, 

and one engraved plates (by 

Allen after Corbauld), also 

neatly coloured by hand, 

contemporary half calf, 

marbled boards, gilt spine; 

intermittent foxing and 

spotting, frontispiece partially 

detached at upper margin, front 

joint cracked and tender, top and base of spine 

chipped.      £200 

Mackenzie (1772 - 1852] in the address to 

the reader declares his indifference to the 

fate of his verse, but takes the precaution of 

printing some favourable reviews from the 

journals, e. g., the Eclectic Review: “This is a 

Poem of considerable merit, on an interesting 

theme....”  In a footnote, Mackenzie adds, “In the 

first edition, the Poem of the Sorrows of 

Seduction, was only in Six Delineations, but in 

the present the author has added two more.”  A 

third edition appeared in 1810.   

Copac locates eight copies of three different 

editions in UK libraries; OCLC adds the 

University of Michigan. 

 

 

12 [MARTIN (Sarah Catherine)]: The Comic Adventures of  Old Mother Hubbard and 

Her Dog.  Part I. York: 

Printed by James 

Kendrew, [no date], [c. 

1820].  16mo, 96 x 66 

mms., pp. 16, including 

printed yellow covers, 15 

woodcut illustrations, 

original printed wrappers.  

A very good copy.   £100 

Davis: Kendrew of York, 

7. 
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13 QUEEN OF HEARTS. Grandmamma Easy’s New Story of the Queen of Hearts. 

London: Dean and Co. [1847].  Large 8v0, 240 x 170 mms., 8 leaves, including 

printed covers, with 

engravings to front cover, and 

8 coloured engraved 

illustrations; soiled, worn, and 

almost falling to bits but not 

quite. The date comes from a 

contemporary owner’s 

inscription on the top margin 

of the front cover, “March 

14th 1847” and the name 

“John [?Marshall]”.        £75 
A number of microform 

copies can be found on 

WorldCat, and a few printed 

copies.  The only printed copy 

located in the UK  is at 

Cambridge (Copac). 

 

14 RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY. The Youth's Manual; or, Profitable Companion.  

London: The Religious 

Tract Society..., [no date],  

[1820].  12mo, 174 x 100 

mms., pp. [iv], 8, 8, 4, 12 

[3 leaves affected by plant 

stain], 8, 8, 4, 8, 4, 8,8,4, 

4, 12, 44 [lacks one leaf], 

12, 4,12, steel-engraved 

vignette on title-page with 

the imprint of John Hill 

on recto, other engraved 

vignettes for various 

tracts, recently bound in 

half maroon linen, 

marbled boards.  A very 

good copy.          £150 

A nonce collection of 14 Religious Tract Society imprints, the longest of 44 pages, “The 

Young Cottager,” by Legh Richmond being imperfect, having the first leaf removed.  The 

contents are identical to the copy in the library at the University of Florida. 

 

 

 

15 SAMMELBAND.  MORE (Hannah): Essays on Various Subjects. Principally 

Designed for Young Ladies.  A New Edition. With A Memoir of the Author. Chiswick: 

Printed by C. Whittingham...Sold by Thomas Tegg,  1824.  Small 8vo, 130 x 76 mms., 

engraved and printed title-pages, pp. xvi, 79 [80 blank].  

 

 BOUND WITH:   
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MORE (Hannah):  The Search After Happiness.  A Pastoral Drama.  Chiswick; From the 

Press of C. Whittingham..., 1823.  Small 8vo, pp. 64, engraved vignette on title-page.   

 

BOUND WITH:  

 

MORE (Hannah): Sacred Dramas.  Chiefly Intended for Young Persons.  The Subjects 

taken from the Bible.   

Chiswick; From the Press of 

C. Whittingham..., 1823. 

Small 8vo, pp. 176, 

engraved vignette on title-

page.  3 volumes in 1, 

bound in contemporary 

plum calf, red morocco 

label, gilt spine; ex-library, 

with library call number on 

verso of first title-page and 

shelf-mark in white on base 

of spine; but a good copy. 

               £250 

Samuel Johnson thought 

highly of Hannah More 

(1745–1833), though her reputation waned somewhat after her death; she published Essays 

on Various Subjects anonymously in 1777, and it was frequently reprinted.  The “sacred 

dramas” in the last volume are “Moses in the Bushes,” “David and Goliath,” “Belshazzar,” 

“Daniel,” and “Reflections of King Hezekiah.”   I once saw a volume of this work carelessly 

titled on the spine “Sacred Drams.”  To my eternal regret I didn’t buy it. 

 

16 SANDYS (Lucy): Child Life in Bible Times. (Illustrated). London:  Arthur H. 

Stockwell..., Ludgate Hill..., [c. 

1908].  FIRST AND ONLY 

EDITION.  8vo, 180 x 120 mms., 

pp. [5] 6 - 194, 12 lithographed 

plates, original green cloth, with 

title in  and author’s name in gilt in 

gilt on front cover, inscription on 

front paste-down end-paper, 

“Eleanor Miller / from Mrs Mee”; 

upper front hinge slightly cracked, 

spine snagged in two places, paper 

browned.   £250 

Lucy Sandys (c.1857-1943) was the 

daughter of the Venerable 

Archdeacon Francis William 

Sandys (1815-1894).  Rev. Sandys 

had been born in Ballymahon, Ireland, and married Elizabeth Moeran, who had been born in 

County Cork, Ireland .  Rev. Sandys emigrated from Ireland to Canada with his family in the 

mid nineteenth century.  Shortly thereafter, Lucy was born.  Several of Lucy’s siblings were 

writers or journalists, including her older sister Grace Elizabeth Sandys, later Grace E. 

Denison (1853-1914), the pioneering woman journalist who wrote also under the name “Lady 
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Gay” in Saturday Night, a popular magazine of the time.  Lucy and her family have been said 

to be direct descendants of Edwin Sandys (1519-1588), Archbishop of York under Elizabeth 

I.  The book was reviewed favourably in more 

than one magazine upon publication, with, for 

instance, the Aberdeen Free Press and 

Publisher’s Circular recommending it to readers, 

according to an advertisement for the book 

printed in the 18 June 1908 issue of The Primitive 

Methodist Leader (p. 395).  The illustrations are 

rather good, e. g., the one of David slaying 

Goliath, which is signed and which appeared in an 

1860s Bible; and one of John the Baptist after 

Andrea del Sarto.   

Copies located in BL, Bodleian, Cambridge, NLS, 

and Waterloo.  Not in O’Donoghue, The Poets of 

Ireland (1912), nor in Davis and Joyce, Poetry by 

Women to 1900: A Bibliography of American and 

British Writers (1991). 

 

 

 

THE PRESENTATION INSCRIPTION 

REVEALS THE IDENTITY OF THE COMPILER: 

SHE DINED WITH COLERIDGE WHEN A TEENAGER 

  

17 [SCHALCH (Phillis) and STUART (Mary)]: Grandmamma’s Recollections and 

Letters Addressed to Her Eldest Grandchild. London: H. Broadbent, Printer, High Street, 

Marylebone, W. [circa 1880-1889]. 

FIRST AND ONLY EDITION. 8vo, 192 x 113 mms., pp. 

[3], 4 - 108 [109 -111 extract from The Times, 10 October 

1880, engraved silhouette of “Grandmamma” as frontispiece, 

with two tissue guards, original boards, substantive 

manuscript corrections and emendations in the hand of the 

compiler on pages 18, 20, 29, 32, 34, 72, and 73, presentation 

inscription on front pastedown endpaper, “Laetitia Cottle / 

with Mary Stuarts / kind love & remembrances. / August 27 

1889,” printed leaf of Errata, with several manuscript 

corrections below, pasted to recto of front free endpaper, 

original boards (worn and corners rubbed), crudely rebacked 

with cloth; last three leaves foxed.     £450  
  

The inscription in this copy helps both with dating the book 

and with attributing the book.  The online catalogue of the 

University of Victoria dates the book to “[1850?]”, 

presumably based on the year that 

“Grandmamma” (Phillis Schalch) 

died, which was 1850, but that 

cannot have been the year of 

publication of the volume, as a date 

as late as October 10, 1880, appears 
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in the last few pages of the book.  The book must therefore have been published later than 

1879.  The Bodleian cataloguers date Grandmamma’s Recollections and Letters to 

“[ca.1880]”, which date was “conjectured by cataloguer, based on dates mentioned in text 

(final two leaves, which are perhaps a separate printing, bear date 1880)” (SOLO, Oxford’s 

online catalogue).  The inscription in the present copy, being dated to 1889, makes clear the 

book cannot have been published later than that year, thus ensuring the book was published 

sometime between 1880 and 1889.  

 

More interestingly, the inscription in the present copy provides a clue to the identity of the 

compiler of the volume, and also to the identity of the addressee of the letters of 

“Grandmamma”.  The presentation inscription from a Mary Stuart in the copy on offer is in 

the same hand as that found in the presentation inscription of a Mary Stuart in Harvard’s copy 

(at shelfmark 19476.473) of another book: the substantial (463-page) edition of Letters from 

the Lake Poets, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, William Wordsworth, Robert Southey, to Daniel 

Stuart (1889), which, though published anonymously, has long been known to have been 

compiled by Mary Stuart, the daughter of the publisher Daniel Stuart, the latter name 

appearing in the title of the book.  As the proprietor and editor of the Morning Post, Daniel 

Stuart (1766-1846) was a close associate of Samuel Taylor Coleridge and other Romantic Era 

poets who contributed frequently to the periodical.  Some sources credit Mary Stuart with 

being specifically the “compiler” of Letters from the Lake Poets (1889) while crediting 

Ernest Hartley Coleridge (grandson of the poet) with being the “editor” (e.g., F. W. Bateson, 

Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature, Vol. 3: 1800-1900, 1969, pp. 169, 175, and 

181).  In addition to compiling the letters, however, Mary Stuart also wrote portions of the 

apparatus of Letters from the Lake Poets (1889), including a short memoir of her father, titled 

simply “Daniel Stuart”, and a moving description of the last time she and her father dined 

with Samuel Taylor Coleridge, titled, “A Farewell. / 1834”.  She signed both pieces merely 

with the initials “M. S.” (Letters, pp. [ix]-xii, 322-326).  Sometime prior to the year 1895, 

Mary Stuart bequeathed to the British Museum the original manuscript letters of Romantic 

poets written to her father (see Catalogue of Additions to the Manuscripts in the British 

Museum in the Years MDCCCLXXXVIII-MDCCCXCIII, 1894, p. 166).  

  

It has long been known that “Grandmamma” is Phillis Schalch, née Walsh (born 1762 or 

1763, died December 12, 1850), which is clear from internal evidence (Grandmamma’s 

Recollections and Letters, p. 108).  It seems not to be generally known, however, to whom 

these letters of hers were addressed.  The title-page of Grandmamma’s Recollections and 

Letters states the letters were addressed “to her Eldest Grandchild”, but that grandchild is 

identified in none of the catalogue entries I have seen on the book: neither those in COPAC 

and WorldCat nor those in the online catalogues of the University of Victoria and the 

University of Oxford.  Genealogical websites suggest that of the Schalch line and the Stuart 

line the eldest grandchild is precisely the Mary Stuart under discussion: born 1815, she was 

the daughter of the bibliophile Mary Napier Stuart, née Schalch (1795-1872) and Daniel 

Stuart (1766-1846) the publisher (<https://www.freshford.com/Stuart.htm>, 

<https://www.freshford.com/the_court.htm>).  Though Mary Stuart’s birth year is given as 

1815, the year of her death is more elusive.  She was certainly alive in August of 1889, as the 

inscription in the volume on offer shows, and had apparently died by 1895, since E. H. 

Coleridge refers to his obligations to “the late Miss Stuart” in his introduction to Letters of 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge (Boston, 1895), Vol. 1 (pp. v-vi).   

 

Who, however, is the “Laetitia Cottle” of the presentation inscription?  I do not know.  The 

surname, however, is interesting, since Joseph Cottle (1770-1853) was an almost exact 
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contemporary of Daniel Stuart’s, and was himself a major publisher of Coleridge’s work.  

Cottle wrote one of the first important biographical works on the canonical poet, the highly-

controversial Early Recollections, Chiefly Relating to Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1837). 

Library Hub finds only one copy of Grandmamma’s Recollections and Letters, the one held 

by Oxford, which has no presentation inscription, but is emended on several pages in the 

same hand as the present copy.  WorldCat adds the copy at the University of Victoria in 

British Columbia, Canada, whose online catalogue does not note any inscriptions or 

manuscript emendations.  KVK finds no further copies. 

 

 

18 [SERLE (Edis)]: Little Joe and His Strawberry Plant. By the author of “Little 

Charlotte’s Home,” “Bunch of Grapes,” “Donald’s Hamper.” 

Philadelphia:  J. P. Skelly & Co...,  1872.  12mo, 150 x 90 mms.,, 

pp. 85 [86 - 90 blank], one steel-engraved plate at page 72, 

publisher’s original blue embossed cloth, with the initials of the 

firm within a lozenge on the front cover, gilt spine; lower portion 

of spine snagged and slightly defective but a very good copy, 

with inscriptions and ownership 

markings: “Arthur J. Fellows” in 

stamp and “From Mr. Chase” on recto 

of front free end-paper, and “Master 

Arthur Fellows” in pencil on the upper 

margin of the recto of the following 

leaf.     £350 

Little Joe and his friend Tim, both of 

whom work in the mill, find a new 

home with a Mrs. Brett, thanks to their 

fragarian skills.   

The work was first published in London in 1867 by Seeley, 

Jackson, and Halliday (copy in V&A), followed by another edition 

or reprint in 1868 (BL).  No copy of this 1872 Philadelphia imprint 

located, though there is a copy dated 1873 in Millersville 

University Library.  The 1867 imprint lists other children’s works 

mentioned on the title-page and identifies the author as Edis Serle. 

 

19 SWIFT (Jonathan): The Adventures of Captain Gulliver,  In a Voyage to Lilliput. 

Glasgow: Published by J. Lumsden and 

Son,  1815.  16mo, 105 x 62 mms., pp. 

[3] - 47, woodcut frontispiece and eleven 

woodcut illustrations in text, original 

light purple printed wrappers, with page 

47 being the recto of the rear cover, with 

a humorous dual face - anger/laughter - 

depending on which way up it is; spine a 

little worn, but a very good copy.    £350 

The title-page does not attribute the work 

to Swift nor assert that it is abridged from 

his works, and it bears some relation to 

the first book of Gulliver’s Travels.     
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Part of Ross’s Juvenile Library.  Another edition with a similar title was published in 

Glasgow by J. and M. Robertson in 1799.  This might be a reprint. 

 

 

ONLY TWO COPIES LOCATED: NO COPY IN NORTH AMERICA 

PRESENTATION COPY FROM AUTHOR 

 

20 WALKER (John): English Classics Abridged; Being Select Works of Addison, 

Pope, and Milton, Adapted to the 

Perusal of Youth, of both Sexes, at 

School.  To which are prefixed 

Observations on the several 

Authors, Addressed to Parents and 

Preceptors. London, Printed for G. 

G. J. and J. Robinson...,  1786.  

FIRST EDITION.  12mo, 168 x  97 

mms., pp. xv [xvi contents]. 367  

[368 blank], contemporary calf, 

seamlessly rebacked with old spine 

and red morocco label.  A very good 

copy.               £750 

Inscribed on the verso of the front 

free end-paper: “To William 

Dinwoody, Esqr. in testimony of a 

long & unabating friendship this 

book is presented by the Author.”  

The elocutionist, orthoepist, and lexicographer John Walker (1732 - 1807) took to the stage 

as his first career, but according to 

ODNB  “though a judicious and correct, 

he was far from a perfect actor. His 

gesture was ungraceful and … his 

enunciation monotonous.”  He had 

much more luck as a schoolteacher and 

elocutionist, numbering Garrick, Dr. 

Johnson, Burke, John Milner among 

others as friends and patrons: “Walker's 

ideas on elocution continued to be 

influential throughout the nineteenth 

century, but it is as an orthoepist and 

lexicographer that he is best known. His 

most important and frequently reprinted 

works are his Rhyming Dictionary, first 

published in 1775 but still in press 

throughout the twentieth century, and, 

above all, his Critical Pronouncing Dictionary (1791). This was the most successful and 

authoritative pronouncing dictionary of the late eighteenth and the nineteenth century. It was 

reprinted over 100 times up to 1904 and was the basis of over 20 other dictionaries published 

in the nineteenth century, including B. H. Smart's Walker Remodelled (1836)”. About the 

present book,   The European Magazine, and London Review commented, “This selection, 

which whilst it guards the imagination of youth against the introduction of improper ideas, at 
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the same time affords a compendium of useful knowledge, taken from the work of the first 

English writers, does great credit to Mr. Walker’s judgment, which is displayed to additional 

advantage in the pertinent remarks he has added on the authors whose work he has abridged. 

It is upon the whole admirably calculated at once to improve the morals and instruct the 

minds of youth, and as such well deserving the attention of those to whose care they are 

entrusted.” 

 

Given Walker’s fame, achievements, and importance, it seems remarkable that only two 

copies of this first edition have 

survived.  The scholar R. H. 

Emerson said of him, that in his 

time “Mr Walker, whom not to 

know, by name at least, would 

argue want of knowledge of the 

harmonies, cadences, and 

proprieties of our language_.” 

(”The distribution of eighteenth-

century prerhotic o-phonemes in 

Walker's Critical pronouncing 

dictionary”, American Speech, 68/2 

(1993), 115–38   

ESTC N491083 locates a copy in 

the Bodleian.  OCLC adds 

University of Cape Town. 

 

 

 

EXTREMELY RARE PROVINCIAL PRINTING 

OF THIS CLASSIC CHILDREN’S BOOK 

 

21 WATTS (Isaac): Divine 

Songs attempted in Easy 

Language for the use of Children. 

Derby: Printed by and for Henry 

Mozley, Brook-Street, no date [c. 

?1819].  24mo, 126 x 68 mms.,, 

pp. [5] 6 - 71 [72 Contents], 

including in pagination a woodcut 

frontispiece, woodcut vignette for 

each song, contemporary boards, 

with most of leather spine gone, 

front end-paper before 

frontispiece removed; a so-so 

copy, with the following 

inscription on front paste-down 

end-paper: “exchanged with one 

for Jenny Stork for Catherine &/ 

Frances Stock Birchanger/ 24 

feby. 1819/ have this” in two different hands and “F. Stokes” in pencil on top margin of title-

page.            £250 
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Watts (1674 - 1748) published his Divine Songs attempted in Easy Language for the use of 

Children in 1715, and it would be difficult to estimate  how many times it was  reprinted.   
The earliest copy of this title printed in Derby that I can find was printed by John Drewry in 

1792. Mozley published an edition of this work when he was in Gainsborough in 1785.   

Mozley was certainly publishing from an address in Brook Street in Derby as  early as 1815, 

but the earliest date I can find for this title and the Derby imprint is 182? or 1825.  Copies at 

the V&A and at the Bodleian of the 182? date have a colophon on p. [72], while the present 

copy lists Contents. So, I think it’s safe to say that this is a rather rare reprinting or reissue 

and perhaps unique, since the inscription establishes that it was printed at least as early as 

1819 but probably before. 

 
 

 

 


